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Friday 30 July 200' 
6pm-11pm 
www.uqunion.uq.edu.au 
$10 UQ Students 
$15 All Others 
$14/$i9onthedoor 
4 Stages, foodjicensed bar 
Photo ID required for bar access 
Tickets available from the Main Refec: 26-30 July 
or on Market Day @ the Great Court: Wed 28 July 
No pass-outs, No stage diving, No glass 
Childcare & Wheelchair access available - Booking essential 
Contact (07) 3377 2200 by Wednesday 28 July 
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I am writing to congratulate you on your fantastic 
mag. 1 am particularly impressed by the layout - espe-
cially the Boeing article and the cover of your transformers 
edition. The way you have combined hand drawings and 
chopped and changed text creates a visual delight. I would 
want to read any information that was layed out so spec-
tacularly. 
1 have one criticism/question for the editors at 
Semper. Why oh why why why do you have advertisements 
for the army in your magazine? Surely you can find other 
willing advertisers who do not prey and rely on people 
wilhng to sacrifice their lives or kill others. Even advertis-
ing for McDonalds would be better than prostituting your 
services as enlistment officers for the 'defence forces'. I 
was disappointed to see you included this advertisement 
but happy to see their ad mysteriously received bad print 
quality (page 13, transformers). Sorry to end on a bad note. 
You guys rock. 
Annaliese Constable, Tertangala Editor, University of Wol-
longong 
srctert@uow.edu.au 
[Annaliese, thanks for the wraps. Regarding the Army Re-
serve, the office has always been divided on whether to in-
clude it. In the end we decided that there was worse things 
people could be doing on their weekends than obstacle 
courses. But just so you know, we omitted it from this edition 
-Ed.] 
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Just wanted to let you know how impressed I was 
with the layout of my last piece - the title: "I love the night-
hfe etc", and the Ken Lord montage were brilliant. Wonder-
ing where you got that photo of him from (because he's 
sooooo mysterious and elusive) I searched his name at 
google.com only to find that *gulp"'^ ' he has his own website: 
Thejuice.com. It's truly horrifying; I thought my article was 
an impersonation of Ken Lord - but he's impersonating him-
self on that website!! He sounds ridiculous - this week on 
his site he's recommending people go out and buy "fresh 
ice-cream" (as opposed to what... rotten ice-cream?!) and 
jams... because they taste nice.WHO READS THAT CRAP!?! 
Thank you for enduring that website to get a decent pic for 
the article. 
Thanks for the cheque etc too. I'll come pick it 
up this semester - man I need money too; who would've 
thought I could make money off of this!! God bless univer-
sity-and Semper!! 
Sam Hussey-Smith 
What did the article MYLF say about the author? 
Firstly anyone with a name ending in 'y' can't be taken seri-
ously. Kindergartens are full of y's. Bobby, Benny, Bubsy 
Sally Sammy, Sooky and Jimmy. But our heroic author knows 
this so changed his to 'i'. 
Interestingly Jimmi demonstrated his narcissism 
by including with his article a picture of himself with Curtis 
Stone to prove that even though he had derogatory things 
to say about him that yes, Jimmi was important enough to 
be photographed with the celebrity. Perhaps Jimbo has the 
vanity/denial syndrome he accused Natalie of having. 
This article showed the author to be defamatory, in 
breach of a confidentiality agreement he signed, dishonest 
in his dealings with his employers and customers. A thief 
and irresponsible by working while drunk. 
He managed to bite two hands that fed him; the 
owners of MYLK and Channel 7. He actually didn't end up 
with $15 for any hours he worked because he was probably 
too ashamed to provide his correct details to receive his 
final weeks pay. 
What a brainwave Jimmi with an 'i'. Let's feed ev-
eryone big thick creamy alcoholic milkshakes and then see 
how much food people buy. I'm sure they will be famished 
after that. 
After his debut on TV (famous for his ubiquitous 
bum crack - proving a belt and trouser combo far too diffi-
cult to master), MYLK received numerous phone complaints 
enlightening all of the 'service' (euphemism intended) 
rendered to them by Jimmi. It was pitiful. Why was he not 
fired? The Channel 7 producers thought it entertaining to 
retain incompetence. 
Sincerely Yours 
I've been to uni & I know big 
words too. 
Qimmi was not around to 
comment but we thought it 
only fair to let this person 
have their say.] 
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suburbiiii backyard. 
beneath the a/.ure vi-
si(in of the Toowong 
Towers clucks a Hock 
ol" six ol'lhcm. Thvoc days ago. I went downstairs to 
give iheiii iheir daily iced of grain. Only li\e were 
out and aboiil. scratching al the ground or lying 
in the sun. When 1 croucSied inside ibcir pen and 
peered into the bo.\ I saw :he si.xih member. 
The glossy black chicken lay on her side, 
legs oulstreiched and slilT eyes eUiscd. \ gasped. 
EvenUially 1 picked her up and held her 
while my llalmaie dug the pet cemelary. She lell 
hard and hea\y. 
Today, after this ediiion goes to the print-
ers. we re olT lo a battery farm lo choose another 
lucky chicken lo come and live al Toowong. So this 
ediiion s personal. 1 hope yow enjoy your bacon and 
eaus. 
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1 don I have my licence. 
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less a friend o( mine w ho is :he marketing manager Thanks to everyone who has picked t^ p ih. 
.less, a iiiciui 01 mmt. ,na"a/ine so far ihis year - we all really appreci-
for ihe Brisbane nlernaional l-ilml-esti\al (which 1 ma^ .^i/nii. , i 
101 uic niisiMMc . „ .•-.r.- -ilrv ale I'lc imoresuv.u YOU have shown, 
encourage \oi\ all to go and support). It leaus. 1 its >uc 
lovely mr I'im. are u up yet? .Uisi got a proposition 
for u.' I need a dri\ er tor geoffrey rush next week and 
wondered if u were a\ailable/keen." 
,As ihe good Gump once said: 
••Sometimes, there jusl aren i enough rocks." 
YOU are a most extraordinary cat, 
cunningly made by the Russians: 
instead of the usual entrails and that 
you've electrodes and charging ions. 
To trigger, you just yell ^^go go gadget 
radios" or "jet skis"; -propellers^' or "tires. 
Your briefing: -to spy on the US of A-
Acoustic Kitty sets out in one day." 
That night before you're due to go 
the circus comes to town. 
All manner of creatures are brought in tow, 
and women with beards and some clowns. 
Watching them set up trapezes provokes 
abscondinq ambitions newfound. 
Tithall your cool gadgets you know that jr^^^^^^ ^-^' 
to walk the tight-rope or to stay brave and tiue. 
...to abandon Operation Acoustic ^^^^^^'"^ ' ' ' ^'"^"" 
...to resist the temptation: GO 10 PAL'b Z5 
GO TO PKCL 20 
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\A/hatcanyoudotohelp... 
Join Animal Liberation who are actively campaigning against 
the intensive housing of pigs. Animal Liberation has also put 
out a series of 'Ban Sow Stall' postcards which you can sign 
and send to the government. See next page"-> 
For more information please contact Animal Liberation Qld on 
3255 9572 or look at the following websites: 
www.animalliberation.org.au 
www.animalsaustralia.org.au 
DEAR PORK PRODUCER 
! OPPOSE USING METAL STALLS TO CONFINE BREEDING SOWS ON BARE FLOORS 
WITH NO BEDDING AND NO SPACE TO TURN AROUND. 
PLEASE RESPECT THE NATURAL BEHAVIOUR OF YOUR PIGS AND PROTECT THEM 
FROM PAIN AND DISTRESS. 
CAN THE PORK PRODUCERS OF QUEENSLAND LEAD THE OTHER STATES, ADOPT 
WORLD'S BEST PRACTICE, AND CHANGE THEIR WAY OF KEEPING PIGS. 
SIGNED 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
ANAE ANIMAL LIBERATION QLD I PO Box 463. AIWERLEY, OLD. 4103 I PH: 07 3255 9572 
WWW.ANIMALLIBERATIONOLD.QRG.AU 
QUEENSLAND PORK 
PRODUCERS INC. 
27 PEEL ST 
SOUTH BRISBANE 
QLD 4101 
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TEIAT MOVLEJ'.. 
Claims that Harry Potter catches the 
Hogwart Express to go to magic school. 
Suggests that a person can blow up a vroman to 
he the size of a small hot air balloon. 
Does not explain what happens to Weasley's rat 
at the end of the movie. 
Shows.Harry thinking of his happiest memory 
to rid himself of the Dementors. 
Documents Sirius Black escaping from the 
Prison of Azkaban to kill Harry Potter. 
Shows Sirius Black and the teacher turning 
into werewolves. 
W^ hope a!i t 
Merali Beyle and Andrev S>^yne 
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Merali: Hello?.„(fJddling with the speakerphone button)... dial tone. 
Whoops. 
Bring Bring 
Me: Can you hear me now? 
Wil: I won't take it personally that you hung up on me 
Me: Sorry, I don't even know you 
Wil: Yeah, I know. That's the worst thing about it, you don't even 
know me and you hung up on me. At least if I'd said something insult-
ing or if I'd just rung up and said "C'mon bitch, let's get this on." 
Yeah you just took a judgment and went fuck him and it's over. 
Me: Yeah. We're breaking up. 
Wil: silence 
Me: Um...The first question I wanted to ask you is, how has your iife 
changed since being on Australian Idol? 
Wil: Look you know, to be honest it hasn't changed much. I still feel 
like I'm the same old Shannon. I'm just keeping it real. I don't think 
it's changed mc. I mean my life has changed, but I'm still the same 
Shannon/Wil that I always was. I've still got the same tuft of hair 
under my lip. You know what I'm talking about? Maybe people have 
changed the way they look at me, that's what I'm talking about. 
Me: Did you ever find out if Guy Sebastian's hair was real? 
Wil: Yeah. Like aw mate. Yeah like one night on the tour, like when 
we were doing the Popstars tour, there was only one shower so Guy 
and ( were having a shower together that's what I'm talking about 
and ah. my god you should see his pubes. It was the most the amaz-
ing thing I have ever seen. It was like Dickey Knee - if you'd put a hat 
on it. You could wash your pots and pans with those pubes. I think 
Osama Bin Laden was actually hiding in there. I can see why he's a 
virgin cause you couldn't actually find anything. There could have 
been backpackers lost in there. 
Me: I have to try and keep up with you. I've only been up for an hour 
and you've been up for about 5 hours. (10:00 in the morning) 
Wil: I have been up for 5 hours. More than that actually. But I did get 
a good 3 hrs sleep last night so I feel fine. 
Me: Really? Is that all? 
Wil: We tape Glasshouse on Thursday nights so I don't get home until 
one and the alarm goes off at 4 am so, yeah. 
Me: I once read an interview with Mikey Robbins and they asked him 
why he gave up the morning show and he said "I just got sick of wak-
ing up al ^:30 in the morning". 
Wil: Yeah, that's exactly why. I mean it's a great job apart from the 
fucking hours. It's insane. I was saying to a friend of mine the other 
day that this is my last year doing it and they were like "Why?" and 
. I said "Because since I was 25 years old I have been getting up at 4 
o'clock in the morning." I have been the guy going out to dinner with 
my friends who goes "Oooh, that's a lovely entree. I'm going home to 
bed". 
, t haven't had a decent night out for 5 years so that's pretty much 
I why I'm finishing. So I can get pissed with my friends on a Tuesday. 
Of course now they're all going to be having jobs and careers and 
I'll be like "No seriously, tonight. Let's fucking get blind!" 
Me: Is Adam giving it up too then? 
Wil: You'd have to ask him, I have no idea. 
/ 
Wil: errr... 8 or 9 years. \ 
Me: Did your degree help you in any way with your career? 
Wil: Naahhh. 
Me: Ooh. Secrets. 
Wil: No. It's not a secret. It's a secret from me. I'm not a man of 
mystery. I just don't know a tot. It's just better to look mysterious 
than stupid. 
Me: Why should people go and see your live shov/ when they can 
hear you on the radio and see you on the Glasshouse? 
Wil: That's a good question... um... That's a beautifully valid 
question...The main difference is I don't really have to mind my 
tongue. Essentially the live version is all the things that they 
won't let me say on TV. It's a great experience for somebody 
studying law to come and see somebody breaching defamation 
laws on a whole series of topics. 
Me: I was talking to Yon from Tripod the other day... 
Wil: What's he like in real life? 
Me: Um...he was really serious. 
Wil: (slowly) Yeah he's a good guy isn't he. 
Me: What do you mean by that? 
Wil: I was just joking. 
Me: Who's the funniest one out of those three? 
Wil: What sort of mean question is that? I think different people 
would find different ones really funny. Just like different people 
would find different ones really sexy. My girlfriend has a massive 
crush on Scott from Tripod. She thinks he's a massive spunk which 
traditionally people might not say he's the sexiest one. 
Me: Is he the German looking one? 
Wil: The German looking one!...The one with the glasses. 1 love 
what they do on stage. Are they doing Lady Robots? I've seen it 
about five times. It's one of the best shows 1 think I've ever seen. 
If people only had enough money to go and see one show I would 
go and see them. 
Me: That's very big of you, Wil. 
Wil: No it's just that it's something you should see. My show's 
good and I think it's the best show I've ever done and it seems to 
have been reviewed that way as well and I'm really proud of it. 
But that Lady Robots show is a once in a lifetime hilarious comedy 
show. It genuinely is one of the funniest things I've ever seen, (so 
very not true by the way - Merali) 
Me: You're performing at the Powerhouse again right? You should 
come out to the Uni bar and do a show next time. We need some 
entertainment out here. 
Wil: I don't want to go all crazy on you here, but shouldn't you be 
like studying or something? 
Me: Are you still paying it off? 
Wil: Yeah I've finally paid it off. So I finally own something 
I don't use. I love Brendan Nelson's big quote in the Nelson 
Report on the abolition of compulsory student union fees. He 
said students should not have to pay for sorriething they do 
not use and I vvas like "That's fuckin sweet. I'm not paying for 
my degree. Thanks for that Brendan." 
Me: We just had the last edition of Semper and the theme was 
Transformers but we didn't actually come up with that many 
jokes about Transformers. 
Wil: Transformers are fucking great. What I loved was the 
one that turned into a gun despite the fact that they all had 
guns. I thought that was pretty pissweak. And there was the 
one that turned into a tape recorder, do you remember that? I 
never understood it. Was it in case they needed music during 
the battle or somebody needed to take dictation during one 
of the fights or something. Of course it was meant to be this 
really modern thing but it just seems really, really outdated. 
It should have turned into a DVD player or downloaded 
Me: Apparently there was one female transformer. Do you 
remember her? 
Wil: Yeah...what did she turn into? Maybe she transformed into 
something giant and mechanical that kept herself company 
during those lonely nights. But she probably didn't need to if 
she was the only female. There was only one girl smurf wasn't 
there as well? 
Me: Yeah...there's something in that. 
Wil: Jesus Christ, she would have...she would got a lot a...yeah 
wow. So basically smurf town was like a night 0(jt with foot-
ballers. But I'm sure it was all consensual in smurf town. 
Me: I don't actually think the smurfs have genitals so it might 
not have been that much fun afterall. 
Wil: Wouldn't it be good if the footballers didn't have geni-
tals. That would have solved everybody's problems. 
Me: Neuter them. 
Wil: Exactly. Maybe we can still get that done. 
Me: And then they get a little tattoo on their ear saying that 
they don't have any testicles. 
Wil: Yeah. That'd be sweet! This is Uke a comedy workshop. 
Let's go on the road. 
Merali blushes and the interview is over. 
Me: How long is it since you went to uni? 
After receiving an appeal from His Holiness the Mth Dalai Lama Tenzin Gyatso, KFC 
has abandoned plans to open its first restaurant in Tibet 
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OK so here's the real story • • R 
Semper's undercover reporter has been hiding out as a multicoloured prayer flag within the Dalai Lama's inner sanc-
tum for the past six months. He was going to go as an incense stick until we all talked him out of it. Anyhow here's 
the story he sent in or at least the best we couid make of it over the dodgy Tibetan newswire that he hid amongst his 
flags. 
The Dalai Lama was naturally pissed off over KFC's plans to invade Tibet. If he was in exile then there was no v^ ay 
that fat Chinese sympathiser Colonel was going to make it into Tibet before he did. 
The key conversation unfolded like this: 
V-
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\ 
i'... 
Dalai Lama: 
(s that the Colonel? 
Colonel Sanders: 
Yes it is (sounds of rushing water in the background). 
Dalai Lama: 
Hey Chicken skin I've got a bone to pick with you. You come into Tibet 
and I'll reveal your secret recipe to the entire world. 
Colonel Sanders: 
Just hang on while I get my toob over to the river bank (Pause, splash-
ing sounds). 
There's no way you could know my secret recipe. 
Dalai Lama: 
When you spend as much time meditating as I do you realise a couple 
of things, enlightenment, the meaning of life, why OJ got off, who shot 
JFK and the secret recipes of giant multinationals. One day the herbs 
and spices just came to me in a meditation. Eleven wise men entered 
my room carrying gifts, Wa^jonr enhancers, preservatives, dehydrated 
onion and five different kinds of salt. You know that I know that the 
eleven wise men know and if you come into Tibet then the whole unen-
lightened world will know. 
Colonel Sanders: 
Whoa, whoa, whoa, v;hoa, WHOA. Now I've kept this recipe a secret for 
Qy^'; 80 years now. 
What do you want from me? 
Dalai Lama: 
One. I want you and your deep-fried flock out of Tibet. 
Two. I want you to come clean about the fact that there is not one iota of 
difference between your hot'n'spjcy recipe and your original recipe. 
Three: Your dog was Stephen Jay Gould in a past life, treat him well. 
Oh and your toob is about to blow up. 
Colonel Sanders: 
Hey wait those demands are unreasonable, 
(loud pop, gurgling sound, muffled swearing). 
Dalai Lama: 
Unreasonable only to the unenlightened. 
(Hangs up) 
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10. Chicken Run 
A moving parable about chickens plotting their escape Jrom the cruel farm of Mrs 
Tweedy. Although the chickens do live in a nice comSy barn and not in wire cages, this 
movie still convinced hundreds of little kids to refuse to eat chicken. It also convinced 
some more lateral thinkers to stop eating plasticine. 
9* Jurassic Park 
In Jurassic Park the animals not only break free of their enclosures (and genders), 
they also start eating people. In perfect taste, they start with the scumbag lawyer and 
move onto munching Newman from Seinfeld, Go dinosaurs! 
8: Finding Nemo 
This film may have done more harm than good for pet fish around the world with kid-
dies flushing their own Nemos dow^ the toilet so they can make it back to their par-
ents in the big blue. But all revolutions have their price to pay. Vive Le Clow^nf ish! 
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7: Planet of the Apes 
Unlike their B-grade friends from King Kong, Mighty Joe Young and Dunston Checks 
In, these bad-arse monkeys actually won. In the process they reduced Charlton Hes-
ton to a quivering wreck something which, try as he might, Michael Moore was not 
quite able to emulate. The only criticism we can make is that the same monkeys had 
the bad taste to let Mark Wahlberg live. Shame. 
6: Pinky and the Brain 
Although not technically a movie-star, Brain is an inspiration for laboratory and pet 
mice everywhere because of his ability to reach for the stars. His plans to take over 
the world are frustrated only by his imbecile sidekick Pinky. Deep down Brain re-
alises that if he lost Pinky world domination could be his but true animal loyalty to 
his fellow kind prevents him from making such a move. 
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5: The Birds 
This movie has had far-reaching consequences for animals and humans alike. The sto-
ry goes that a group of sparrows in a cinema in Kansas were present at the original 
screenings of the movie in 1963. These sparrows formed a quasi-militia group called 
"Feathers that Fight" which still organises avian juntas in parts of rural America. 
The group is also alleged to be behind the training of suicide-bomber magpies across 
Australia. Their present campaign focus is to stop the use of the derogatory term 
"bird brain". 
4: Babe 
While Babe was a bit of a suck, he did have one thing sussed; if you're going to survive 
as a farm animal you better make yourself cute and try your darn hardest to be a dog. 
This is because people don't tend to stick dogs in metal cages for the duration of their 
lives, electrocute them in water baths and then eat them at picnics on breadroUs. 
3: A Bug's Life and Antz 
Both these films sent Louie the Fly to burn in hell for crimes against insects. 
z: Free Willy 1,2 and 3 
These movies stopped people eating killer whales once and for all. However it must 
be said that the story of the real-life Willy was not so happy. After Warner Bros shot 
the flick, they sold him to a Mexico City marine park where he did the sort of things 
that North Americans saw him freed from doing in the movie. Someone realised the 
sad irony of the story and the Free Willy-Keiko founda-
tion was set up in LA. This organisationn had him air-
lifted to Iceland and spent $Z0 million dollars teaching 
him how to be a real whale and go wild again. Keiko 
was released from Iceland but he swam straight for 
Norway in search of human companionship. There he 
allowed fans to pet and play with him, even crawl on 
his back. He eventually died last year of pneumonia. 
I. The Gopher from Caddy Shack 
This movie is a class struggle between the rich and the 
poor, and the poor and the gopher. The poor beat the 
rich and the gopher beats the poor. What more could 
you possibly want? 
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A; : Come inside the latest storm in a tea-
cup where politicians, lobby groups and ordinary 
Australians argue over whether our children should 
know that there are people who are gay. With sto-
ries to tell. 
AThrough the Windows'segment on the popular ABC tele-
vision show Play School was widely condemned last month for ex-
posing children to lesbians. Let's take a look inside: 
"I'm Brenna, that's me in blue. My mums are taking me and 
my friend Merrin to an amusement park. Lots of different rides to 
go on. Here's the merry-go-round. This is one of my favourite rides. 
I love riding the merry-go-round..." 
A seemingly harmless little story, yeah? Not according to 
the then Acting Prime Minister John Anderson: "This is a very seri-
ous example of putting the indulgences and the particular wheelbar-
rows of adults before children". Like many other federal and state 
pollies, conservative lobby groups, talk-back radio hosts and citizens, 
Anderson believed the story was seeking to "justify and promote the 
idea of gay parenting'. Very quickly a 30-second segment from a 
children's television repeat episode became the focal point for a na-
tionwide debate on gay parents and censorship for children. 
This is, of course not the first time a children's television 
program has been charged with indoctrinating kids by depicting sup-
posed homosexual relationships. It was not long ago that conser-
vative groups were outraged by Teletubbies and its purse-carrying, 
purple Tinky W/nky. Noddy and Big Ears also copped some flak a few 
years ago for alleged homosexual innuendo in a debacle that made 
headlines around the world, resulting in greatly reduced distribution 
of the show. The connection to homosexuality in these instances 
were about as tenuous as the phrase "my two mums' necessarily im,-
plying lesbian parentage. 
If you search hard enough, using similar criteria you vvii! 
find that children's entertainment is filled with homosexuals waiting 
to be outed by social conservatives. Bert an6 Ernie have always been 
a bit suspect for my liking- two very neat and polite guys well into 
their 405 who live together and sleep in the same bedroom Vv'ith nary 
a woman in sight. Bland B2 are another odd couple who sporadically 
dress up like fairies and chase after teddy bears. I doubt that the very 
young target audiences for shows like Play School, Teletubbies and 
Sesame Street would be so quick to construct/identify sexual persua-
sions in the characters or real people they see on television. Still, it 
has to be asked why the adult world has been more or less obsessed 
with doing so. Has the media hype been created out of genuine con-
cern for children? Would such concern be justified? Or did people 
become publicly upset for more ulterior motives ? And perhaps most 
importantly, is Benlta involved? 
Although it goes against all my better judgement, I think 
1 will take on John Anderson's advice: "I think before the views, in-
terests and perspectives of adult parents are put forward, the first 
consideration should be for the children who can't speak for them,-
selves". This hints at the main stance that commentators took on 
the issue - the adult world is being self-indulgent by lumping an im-
age which is "not normal' (however prevalent) on innocent, little 
children who cannot take it all on. It was my impression that this 
was what growing up is all about, but I will forge on,,. A popular 
criticism of the episode was that the ABC was taking the place of 
parents' role as teacher and censor to their children. While the Labor 
government has supported gay adoption, Mark Latham stated that 
he would rather be the one making decisions about exposing his child 
""to the many aspects of our diverse society", rather than it coming 
through TV. Whilst a somewhat contradictory stance, the greater 
problem with this approach is that (at least in my experience) parents 
rarely actually sit down and speak to their children about issues like 
same-sex parenting. For the majority of people issues like sexuahty 
and even sex for that matter, are almost exclusively learnt through 
the media and in the playground. If we are to give our children an 
accurate picture of society then we should encourage responsible, 
sensitive exposure to a diverse range of lifestyles in our media. As 
the ABC's Head of Children's Television Claire Henderson said, ""the 
segment showed one of the many types of family groups that exist 
in Australia today and Play School aims to reflect the diversity of 
Australian children, embracing all manner of race, religions and fan "^ 
iiy situations" 
Kris Coonan, UQ Union's Queer Sexuality Organiser and 
spokesperson for the Coalition of Rainbow Families sia:e>; 'There 
are many people in Australia who have been raised by tvvo "Munis" 
- whether that be a lesbian couple, o'' .Mum and Granoma, or .MLKTI 
and Auntie. Why don't our politicians go out ai^d taii< to taese people 
before they open their mouths .^^lC do enoianous damage?" 
Another way ihat critics attacked Play School's segment 
was to suggest that the ABC had some unnamed a;gendaa li^a; was 
nol suitable to gel children tied up in. Aaboug)-) m VVasi"iinq!.on, john 
Howard felt the need lo comment, desp'te 'lOi having seen the epi 
sode in question: Tf ihey want lo run that sori cf issue, JeLs debate 
it on an adult program. Don't, for heaven's sake, inject it as though ;t 
were a perfectly regular situat'on into a children's progrdnVa You're 
talking about a very, very sma'a number and to in fude I'aat: into a 
children's program is just being politically correct and I Ih'nk is an ex-
ample of the ABC running an agenda". Howard uses the classic anee-
jerk response of social conservatives everywhere. Wheneve- ihey 
see Ihe media - particularly government-funded n-.edia -• porirayanq 
the reality of a diverse and liberal society they bring out the nieto-
ric about political-correctness and pandering to the minorities. This 
tired blanket tactic actually creates the agenda, by placing the single 
event in some greater, scarier, unknov-.'n context. The ABC's Head of 
Children's Television Claire Henderson ans^.'ers Howard: "in the re-
cent episode broadcast, there was a single verbal reference with the 
word, "mums', and images of the group attending the amusement 
park. There vvas no emphasis or focus placed on any social issue. ,Any 
such constructions are adult constructions". 
It took the conservative Australian Family Association's Bill 
Muehtenberg to say what Howard, Anderson and so on vvere only 
willing to dance around: ""Three and four-year-olds don't need to be 
the object of a political football game, particularly as Vve're debating 
same-sex marriage and adoption rights al this very moment". The 
repeat screening of the episode came right in the thick of a heated 
national debate on gay rights to marry and adopt children overseas. 
First screened in March without controversy, the repeal came within 
days of the Howard government trying to rush legislation ihrough 
senate that would prevent gay people from getting married. This 
episode allowed politicians, talk-back hosts and family groups to tar-
get a very innocent story on a well-respected children's television 
show for media time and political gain. It is the federal politicians 
that should be apologising for pushing an agenda, at the expense of 
the thousands of children with same-sex parents (ABS, 2001). 
Let's return to Kris Coonan: ""Our families, our children, are 
not ""political stunts". We are real people, we are real families, and 
our children have lo live with the backlash that the irresponsible 
comments of these men will generate." 
Indeed, several talk-back radio callers, forum contributors 
and letters to the editor writers took the opportunity to equate ho-
mosexuality with paedophilia and spoke of same-sex parenting as 
a type of child abuse. Ofie forum contributor asked ihe question: 
''How long before this Kid is n^olesled by ihese freaks^" Lie tl'ien 
went on to say thai he didn't understand why people complained 
about child abuse in churc'ncs vvlKai ''they a'a:- quite happy for a child 
to be raised by ihe same perverts ihai molested children under the 
guise of neliqion". Another contributor wrote that she was ""soooooo 
angry ihal some of you can be so bloody selhsh - fine if you've de-
stroyed your own life and have no mora! fabric, but dump your so-
cial siUialion on a child- is dispictable (sic)" 
Play School managed lo nol only expose the Auslraiian 
public to the 'ealiiy of diversity in family units, but in turn expose 
-Australia's latent homophobic lendancies. We arc a country that 
all too often looks baclcvvards, tiirough the square window, unwill-
ing to acknovv'ledge changes in society in the mainstream. Whiic 
politicians benefit from this entrenched fear of difference, innocent 
people v\'ho doiv'i fall into the norm are silenced and alienated. Per-
haps it is lime lo listen to one of the mums featured in the segment, 
children's author V/icki Harding: ''Our children thrive Vv'hen they see 
images on TV or in books that reflect their lives... so why do they 
want to deprive my daughter of this essential conhrmiation of iden-
tity". V^'hile Beriiia stiii re:nains silent, hopefully one day soon wc 
can acknovvledge tlie world for what it really is. 
In the meantime, I'll finish up with our trusty, eloquent 
friend John Anderson: '"I do think it's a choice and... that's a choice 
people have an absolute entitlement lo make, but... if t choose a 
particular lifestyle, certain other things are not open to me. And I 
think in a free society, that's hne, but you've got to recognise you 
can't have i l all." 
It is unclear to me what Anderson feels he is missing out 
on. But, if he's really feeling left out maybe he too should recon-
sider his stance on Play School, There's a bear in there... 
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Only a bald bogan and a crusty barnacle 
laden retiree stood between Matthew and the 
Platitude bar. The bouncer shut the door be-
hind the ancient relic, ensuring the distinct 
smell of beer urine and synthetic stomach acid 
didn't spill onto the street. 
"ID, mate" demanded Cyclops. 
Matt handed over the card. He tried not to 
stare at the tattoo on the bouncer's forehead, 
which stared unashamedly back. Matt had nev-
er seen a classier flaming eyeball tattoo, espe-
cially not on a muscular augmentation node. 
"There y'are" holding back the door. 
Matt slipped the card back into his top pocket 
and was momentarily overcome with an awk-
ward terror. First assessment of the contents 
revealed that, apart from strategic formulation 
enhancements. Matt was closer to organic than 
any other patron. The situation was entirely 
unfamiliar. Here, he was the freak. 
Matt waded through the vulgarity to take a 
seat at the bar. He ordered a double shot of 
Yomi and waited. While investigating his sur-
rounds, avoiding eye contact at all costs, he 
overheard familiar lyrics. 
"So unplug your turntable and do us all a 
favour..." A man next to Matt sat alone. Recit-
ing prehistoric folk songs, seemingly to amuse 
himself. 
"Dance music has lost its taste so here's an-
other flavour..." Matt finished the chorus, quite 
proudly, and turned to the man to receive a 
stony reaction. 
"You actually know that song?" the man en-
quired blankly. 
"As a kid, Dissonic Formicidae were my fa-
vourite band." Matt responded as pleasantly 
as possible, pondering why the man showed 
no trace of emotion. Stories had circulated of 
nodes disguising hostility by shutting off emo-
tional output. Tread carefully. 
" I wish I could have known them while they 
were still around, I only heard about them last 
yean" 
Astonished, Matt asked "Where have you been 
for the past fifteen years?" 
"I'm only two and a half years old. I'm Free 
Range." 
Matt finally received his drink. Before the shot 
had even slid to the back of his mouth. Matt 
already felt at ease. He introduced himself. 
"Abaasy. That's the name I gave myself. It's a 
bit warmer than my designated coding." One 
could detect a tinge of accomplishment. 
"Why did you choose Abaasy?" Matt queried. 
"Because I only have one functional eye and 
cheap iron teeth. Are you famWiar with Siberian 
folklore?" 
"Sorry, can't say I am," 
One question remained. "If you're Free Range, 
why are you drinking alcohol? I thought only 
Yomi sedated the cybernetic brain." 
"You know that the Free Range models were . 
sent out into the world to wear in manufac-
tured organs, don't you?" 
"That's what I've heard. But how can it be ethi-
cal to put free thinking bionodes out into the 
world, only to harvest them like a crop later 
on?" 
"The theory went that the more human we 
were, the less chance of immune rejection 
there would be from the recipients. But that 
was the program's downfall. They gave us too 
much independence so the instant we realised 
the utter transience of our freedom and how 
worthless they'd made us, everyone of us with-
out fail, rejected our role as a bio-mechanical 
first aid kit to the irresponsible organ mainte-
nance practices of the human world." 
Awe slapped Matt across the face. He never 
knew such spirited rebellion was possible in 
a unit without any installed critical reasoning 
capability. 
"That's why, before my organs are harvested 
at the end of the year, I plan to drink as much 
tequila and vodka as I can to destroy the ap-
pointed purpose of my existence, my livers." 
"How many livers do you have?" 
"Five adult, one child and one teen. All now at 
an operational capacity of 25 percent or less." 
"Congratulations, that's quite an achievement." 
"Thankyou. The only trouble is that I've spent 
all my money on booze and I can't afford a 
room." 
"Really?" Matt sympathises "I've got a spare 
bed at r iy place you can have for the night." 
"That would be great. Thank you." 
"It's walking distance, do you mind if we go 
now?" 
"That's fine, let's go." Abaasy approves. 
Matt and Abaasy leave Platitude and walk 
south. Matt, pleasantly surprised at the genu-
ineness of his new companion, proudly strided 
homeward. Noticing that Abaasy had fallen 
behind. Matt turned. He saw a fist. He saw the 
pavement. 
Abaasy removed the cash from Matt's wallet 
and walked back to Platitude. 
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A few months ago I was travelling home 
on a bus (the ubiquitous 385 if you must know) 
when an acquaintance of mine from high-school 
jumped on. This worried me a little; my plan for 
a peaceful, unselfconscious ride home had been 
thwarted. I analysed him as he bought his ticket. 
He fumbled with his change, sneezed at least 
twice and had a massive bag on his back. Using 
this information, and my recollections of him at 
high-school (a bit of a knob), I decided it would 
be best for both of us if a mutual bout of non-
acknowledgment took place. Hopefully he would 
play along. 
I decided the ol' mobile phone would 
act as a sufficient faux-distraction. His ticket 
purchased, and his fridge-sized bag having 
been swung precariously onto his shoulder, he 
headed down the aisle. I reached for my mobile 
phone; my bag... nothing; my pocket... nothing. I 
checked the other pocket (quickly and frantically 
this time, his approach was beginning to feel like 
that boulder scene from Indiana Jones), it wasn't 
there either. My mobile phone had deserted me 
at a time when I needed it most: when I needed 
to pretend I was using it! He was a metre away 
and I had nothing... I had to do something post 
haste or face the ignominy of (gulp) an awkward 
conversation on the bus home! 
I made my decision. It was bad. I pre-
tended to examine a section of my pants. There 
was obviously nothing special about that section 
of pant - apart from the fact that my eyes were 
burning holes into it - and my assailant knew it. 
As he walked past I heard him grunt in disgust. 
"Fair enough," I thought, considering I would 
rather look at a nondescript piece of fabric than 
acknowledge an old peer. We both knew what 
was going on, and we both knew that I had failed 
miserably. 
As much as I would like it to be, this is not 
an isolated incident. Often, in fact, nearly every 
day I am presented with erstwhile 'buddies' on 
various forms of transport. Be it on water, road 
or rail, old ghosts from high-school will arbitrarily 
jump on and make it their duty to make me cog-
nisant of their various conquests and adventures 
(mostly women and/or drugs and/or new person-
al best weightiifting 'achievements' for the guys, 
and 'top nights' for the girls) - that's the sort of 
school I 'hail ' from. 
Translink certainly hasn't helped my cause 
either. With more frequent services at dirt-cheap 
prices old flames, 'mates' and enemies are now 
opting to catch 'Can-Do' Campbell's integrated 
transport system rather than driving their gas 
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guzzling 1970s-era Monaros or spoiler-laden 
Hyundai Excels. I used to enjoy public transport; |...".^  
the comforting anonymity it offered, the calming 
gentleness and dignity of trains, the sleekness of . 
Citycats, and the noisy defiance of diesel fuelled 
buses. But now with the 'advent' of Translink and 
their lack of proximity to University and/or TAFE 
and/or fulltime employment, my old alumni are 
becoming as ubiquitous as the aforementioned 
385 bus. 
"How can I remedy this?" I'm often ask-
ing myself these days. Well, considering I've 
already received numerous parking tickets at 
numerous Universities, I am unwilling to drive 
anymore. And car-pooling doesn't work because I 
can never get three people together (read: out of 
bed) to make it worthwhile. Thus, my only op-
tion is to remain on public transport - but I have 
devised better distractions for myself: resetting, 
starting and stopping the countdown timer on 
my watch; reading something - anything - with 
a determined and concentrated gaze; pretend-
ing to sleep; cleaning out the inbox of my mo-
bile phone; and pretending to talk on my mobile 
phone (this one is particularly risky - if it rings 
you're dead), Placing a bag on the adjacent seat 
is also a good idea; however some former chums 
are so eager to discuss the recently installed 
'woofer' they've just paid off they will lift it onto 
your lap and sit down or - worse - just sit on top 
of it. 
These tactics have served me well over 
the last few weeks, but something happened a 
few days ago which rattled me. The 385 pulled 
up and I begrudgingly piled on, knowing full well 
that I could potentially be walking into a high-
school reunion. As I paid for my ticket I spotted ' 
one, a wanker from year twelve: three rows from 
the front, window seat. "Shit!" I thought, "Here 
we go." 
I took my ticket from the driver and 
proceeded down the aisle, steeling myself for a 
lecture on mag wheels. But as I neared, he didn't 
see me. I was one metre away and yet he still 
hadn't screamed out: "How the fuck are yal?" As • '"' 
I breezed past him to assume my position in the 
back row, I stared. On the seat next to him '^ A/as 
a bag (fridge sized ofcourse), in his left hand a ; 
mobile phone with the inbox open, and on his • ' 
right wrist the countdown timer of his watch 
ticked away. He gazed at it intently. 
"Who's the wanker now?" I thought, knowing the '''^ ' 
answer full well. 
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TH£ 1 0 WORST 
ANIMAL ue£RATiON 
MOVIES O f ALL TIM£ 
1 0 . SKIPPY 
st..st.,that's right skip, you're a skirt. 
9. BLACK BEAUTY 
sole purpose in life - be ridden by the 
oppressors 
8. BtNJi 
raff-raff, smelly doormat. 
?. SEABISCUIT 
ridden and whipped like a mule. 
6. MiLO & OTIS 
an inspirational story about slaves 
returning to their masters 
5. Alf 
big problem - see centrefold 
4 . POLICE ACADEMY 5 
3 . FLIPPER 
ee-ee-eee. 
2. LASSIE 
Did Lassie say something? No. 
I .MR ED 
You're not talking, you're trying to 
eat the sugar off your teeth. 
The ringmaster says "be delighted to have ye-
come in and I'll shov^ ye the ropes!" 
You have a great time playing round on trapezes 
and mirrors with magic and smoke. 
Come eve you now see in your private marquee 
Boarded Lady and Very Small Bloke. 
Ttiey speak in grave tones of c r u e l t ) ' to animals, 
they counsel you sagely: escape with a can;ei. 
...will you heed tiieir advice and cheese it: GO 1 0 PAGt 41 
...or'e;] j oy )'our exalted position (after all, you have a pri-
vate marquee): GO TO PAGt 4;i 
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TRANSLink 
New service improvements for Westside 
Bus Co (Ipswich) routes 8 and 9 
From 31 July, TransUnk will introduce additional morning and 
afternoon services for routes 8 and 9 to meet peak hour needs 
and on demand services to provide evening travel to the 
University of Queensland and suburban locations as far south 
as Yamanto. 
Route 8 will operate hourly Monday-Saturday between Bell Street 
and Amberley, and wil! service the Ipswich Hospital, University 
of Queensland, Churchill, Yamanto, Willowbank and Amberley. 
Route 9 will operate half hourly during peak hour and hourly 
during the day Monday-Friday and hourly Saturdays between 
Bell Street and Yamanto. This route services the Ipswich Hospital, 
University of Queensland, Eastern Heights, Raceview, 
Flinders View and Yamanto. 
Amberley RAAF 
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What does this mean for you? 
• Increased number of services on routes 8 and 9 Monday-Friday especially during AM and PM peak times to improve 
access to and from Brisbane. 
• Extended Saturday services operating to late afternoon. 
• Routes 8 and 9 will now both extend to Yamanto shops. 
• More trips direct to Ipswich Hospital on both weekdays and Saturdays. 
• On demand sen/Ices during weekdays will allow for greater flexibility for PM trips between Bell Street and Yamanto. 
• More services to the University of Queensland during peak periods and extended services to the university on 
Saturdays that begin earlier and finish later. 
Waiting time for connecting trains at Ipswich will be reduced. 
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5. t's hard to come up with an original idea these 
days, especially when it comes to business and moneyrnak-
ing schemes. Every niche seems to be not only filled, but as 
overcrowded as a something or another. Recently though, I 
believe I had the most original and most ingenious investment 
idea. I dare say nobody else in the world has even had the 
insight to utilise such an abundant and untapped resource. I 
call it the Unofficial World-Vision Sponsor The Next Ronaldo 
Scheme. It's a very long-term investment and it does have a 
fair element of risk involved, but 1 believe the benefits to be 
very real and several fold. 
The basic concept of the Unofficial World-Vision Sponsor The 
Next Ronaldo Scheme (UWVSTNRS) is to sign up to World 
Vision for a sponsor-child (only $39 per month) and then train 
your new-found moral saviour into a soccer wiz. The idea 
being that in years to come he will be picked up by one of the 
soccer scouts from a loaded soccer club in Europe somewhere. 
It's common knowledge that all the big soccer clubs in Europe 
send talent scouts into these third world areas looking for the 
next Ronaldo or Beckham (yes, believe it or not he was once a 
little fly covered, pot-bellied Ethiopian). If you play the mar-
ket (maybe game or field is more appropriate) right you can 
definitely bring home a trophy. 
However, there are many tactics involved in this kind of 
investment. It's very important that your child is a boy and 
comes from somewhere in South America or South Africa 
where soccer is most popular. If you receive a girl or a child 
from somewhere in Asia, just send him or her back and ask 
for another one. Name is also very important. Try purchase 
a child with a soccer star type name, like Rodrigo or Rudi, 
something that commentators will love to say over and 
over. Names such as Bob or James aren't very compelling to 
the market in target. Fortunately my first child was a win-
ner, a boy from Uganda whose name is Rodrigo Jr Ngoho, so 
I didn't have to shop around much. I just love the Jr touch. 
GOOAAALLL! ! I! 
Once you've bought your ideal child, all you have to do is 
encourage his soccer playing. They all love to play soccer 
over there. This can be done in several ways, either by talking 
tactics and skills with him in your monthly letters or by send-
ing magazines, boots, balls and jerseys. I like to do all of these 
things to ensure the growth of my investment. 
It is also vital that you let your child know where the love 
and support is coming from. Let him know that his natural 
parents were the ones who had him carting 20L drums of wa-
ter from the river that is an hours walk away, and you're the 
one who lets him play soccer with the other kids (in his bright 
new Brazilian jersey and Nike boots). That way he is sure to 
remember you when he is playing for Man United and rolling 
in the dosh, rather than his oppressive natural parents. 
To enhance your portfolio, you can create your own junior 
team, sponsor a village. Build them a dirt pitch with goals 
instead of^providing them with a classroom. I've recently been 
in contact with several big named players who are keen to 
provide some help in the form of training to try and attract 
some good publicity for a change. 
The sideline bonus of this investment portfolio is the warm, 
fuzzy inner glow that you feel from knowing that you are 
improving a third world child's life while making money from 
it at the same time. I like to call this a kind of ethical invest-
ment, an investment in human kind. You can sit round with 
your friends over coffee and discuss the progress of all your 
little children, and feel like you have one up on them on the 
moral level. Little do they know that in 5-7 years you'll be eat-
ing from your sponsor child's plate. Who knows, in two years 
sponsor kids will probably be the latest fashion accessory. 
Not everybody will be agree that this is a safe investment, 
which is fair enough. There is always the chance your child is 
not very co-ordinated or god forbid passes away due to some 
tropical disease that gould simply be cured by antibiotics. Or if 
he's from a South-American country there is every chance he 
could be come a crack smuggler or even worse, addict. 1 say 
that all adds to the excitement of the game. 
s^ a farm fresh laying hen I would like to express my gratitude to 
the AustraUan people. The new guidelines requiring my boss to 
jrovide each of us with 450 sq cm - a space about the size of this 
)age in which to lay our eggs - has made my year at the factory 
farm surprisingly bearable. Yes, I still had to pump out 250 eggs, 
|and I suffered a few broken bones from calcium deficiency and my 
)eak was "trimmed" as they say. But as I head off to the slaughter-
louse, I know that things could have been worse. My grandparents, 
in their day were lucky to get 300 sq cm and let me tell you, when 
you're crammed into a cage with five other surly hens, every bit 
:ounts. -Adbusters vol 11, no 5 2003 
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If animals are being abused arid mistreated in Australia, te why! •• 
is notNng being done to stop it on a Idige. scale?.' , ; 'i'y. 
Semper interviewed Queensland Senatoi; Andrew" Bartlett:'- yy 
Leader of tl;ie Australian Democrats and long-time animal -rights''• 
campaigner (including stints as President of Animal; Uberdtipn ;^  ^^ v^  
Queensland and head of Ihe VegaryVegetdrtpn'So^^ 
questioned Nm dbout->the lack of action. He tojcl^  us. a tp i l the;li#: 
sheep trade and the story of the. Cpmno'-Express Sernp^. hfeySl: 
filled-jnthe^gaps.. ,:,'•;" ;,.;..s' \;y''^'::yyyy^^^^ 
• :•• • • y:: '-'y y--yyyy:yy'yyyiyyM^ 
Senator Biartfett: ...the Cor!Tip.Exfx^ 
sNp could not offload theanirindfeiv'^^.^; •yyy •:'^"y.yr'yy-<y 
• '"•'••:••• yy':'y::.yy:yMyi^yy:yyMM(^yM 
• . ••yy:y-}yy^i-'.hy.y--'yyy:^:ym^^^ \tS^SBmiSMmissasmmffMmi]itil$9iX4§]iiistimlSlu^ 
on the 5tli August 2003:;w^:!fi^^ 
sheep ohbQOfd ft cmkd at the SQUcS^AiafM^0MMltlafi!i0 
. • • • . . • • , :• ,•• .r -.^yy'i'y.i.-y:'ky'^::.iyyy.ry\yi!^y&^^^ 
Wii'iSWlttttiUtiiiWiU'ffWi^iiltliiiFmPJIIMItliVltl'iOl^ 
Sheep hoof t/^ dseofee-sccSjb)/:iT)pu^^ 
b/independent :i/eteranariao£;\/^ 
Senator Bartlett: Continual'follow through of issued is-yei^;cliffi-: 
cult because most of the media/unfe there isa new;ahglej;s^ 
well we've done that So unless,ti^re is a n^w incident fe/th^^;fJ 
Cormo Express with the live sheep for exannple wNch is .covered?;, 
well when it happens then it is txjrd-to;get continuous.coVerdge':;;:' 
even though the abuse is ongoing,; ; ' • , • ; ' . : • ' ;-:^  
Stories were continually written about the' Cormd Express'becdijs^^ 
the situation kept going and thus it overcame that problem,\ftjlTere-^  
you get a one off story but no follow up. People had constant: v; 
reminders about just how outrageous i^t was;.: ;.; ., ^ • ;.;;v]\^  
The cargo of sheep remained on board for cwTofher ejghf i/vee& 3 
During tNs time the conditbns. become more and more horrific. ' 
The tens of thousands of sheep, were pocked tightiy into pens: ,.• 
witNn the hold of a slip with inadequate ventilation (lernember^^^^^ 
sNpment IM7S going to the mJcfcte eost-oVegm 
for its mild cimotej and no drainage. Apparen^^b/Mer^^ 
voyage the excrement was over dfpotNgiiJvlony sheep yifei^y 
also seasick. The rrind boggles dhpw vouch the. cx^^ 
have suffered in these conditions... ..:, ;:. •.;.':! ^yy 
Tihose sheep showing failing illness/heat stress weri either ihfomj 
overboard, or into onboard mincers..alive. Their'remair)s:\fl/ere^theri?: 
sprayed out to sea. The (arnbs of pregnant ewesbomatsea'J.^, 
were also disposed of in tlis manner . • • . , • ' ; : ; : ; • ; : ; . ; 
Senator Bartlett: It was clear that there was no'genuii^ e gov-:;> 
emment attempt to do something about it even IhdugHit'wqsd'' 
significant incident It led to the biggest petition w e V e h q d i a t e / 
in the senate for quite a few years now. Ths \was';a res^^^^^^ 
just of my office but also because of the; W6rt<bf 
around the country whoVe'been committed to';theissd^^^^^^^^ -.. 
ong iv-e. There was c:lso cm I!T;.,:'V yy^ cyie up wy) 5C;PG 
Sign'iccirn lecoii^ nienciauoi'^ s Vv'ich ye gcvG"''~neni cicinl ciccep; o'' 
Gciopt-
RnaHy 'ne Eos: Afncan Slate o^ 
a gift cf food od coup-oo yi'-1 
nnd-^ io ccvG! assoyyj yy 0-
•Li'iyuu •L,i;M;/v' ;t.-; 
Senator Bartlett: l:^ -^
vvi'^ e'e ue yesse' was vyy^ lyy ';•::(:; ^yyyi i roi -^UODMC; :re 
yyy. y [o eye w:'! i ine '':uri":ni.?' O' ::;eci'h:; f :al. •'•cici ocCo-'ec. 
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:y.'yy ,"•;!'• y: o' :y!yyo yyy vyhae /avvs yyy iiy ino 
,JV io do iiy ;< Jc J'y /}'-//r;': the OXOO'i of rnyi 
in xe end it :yo'y^ :/\:K CI modo! 'ocosea nye on Uio new 
liiy: ihe cnonnci oiy -o goy-yeni yyout {he wiH ic oddiess a 
oiobioy 'oooo'''oyo iy yay n on' yyoiy wi boin ensme onyai 
!:ghy cyyo ire noi aoo't o^y-
Uni: If'on .ve" afysi none io keen up the oan^paign sicni wiiUng 
to ihe po'wei'C^ {hat ho (no :cw thoy nave to read what you w^ite 
ana leciyj ana oyy eat tiygb ihat we oan s^eep sound ol ngh: 
hy\ng tr'9 uatn aiyut hoy tnat fooa iyod and aed. 
-Andrew Swoyne 
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Dj-ainatisalion: c\cni may nol ha\e happened. 
You don your cat-shaped dungarees-
set sail to American soil I 
Your Aussie captain stands up and decrees 
somethin' 'bout ''wealth for toil-
and now to the land of American Dreams! 
Give me more of the wealth and cute goilsl" 
(This mission is nothing at all like expected 
out of red hands it has been infected.) 
...to stick with the mission: GO TO PAQB 40 
...to forsake the project and find something else to do in 
the US: GO TO Pk&: M 
(HINT: the real Acoustic Kitty, 
designed at great expense by the 
Americans to spy on the Russians, 
was squashed flat crossing a road 
within minutes of being released) 
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Federal Health Minister Tony Abbott has been 
attacked by several right wing groups over his al-
leged fixation with Mark Latham's breasts. The 
size of Mr. Latham's chest (or Dr. Manboobs as 
Abbott has playfully dubbed him) has provoked 
much media attention, fuelled by Abbott's con-
stant references to the busty Mr Latham, but up 
until this Semper exclusive the extent of Abbott's 
fixation has not been public knowledge. 
The Reverend Fred Amazon agreed to go on re-
cord and gave Semper the following quote: "Mr 
Abbott's sick homoeroticism is indicative of the 
moral decay poisoning our youth. How this man 
could hold himself out as a moral crusader and 
then talk endlessly about Mark Latham's Man-
boobs is something that puzzles and disgusts not 
only myself but my whole congregation." 
Understandably neither Tony Abbott nor Mark 
Latham were willing to go on record over the Man-
^ 
boob fixation, but Semper was able to get the follow-
ing insight into the corridors of parliament house via 
an anonymous phone interview with a government 
staffer. "Oh yeah, Tony Abbott, he's fucking nuts. 
The other week when they (Latham and Abbott) 
passed in the corridor Tony was so distracted that he 
fell over a water cooler and almost knocked himself 
out. Even as Latham helped him up, Tony couldn't 
take his eyes of Mark's chest so eventually Mark had 
to say 'Hey Tony, I'm up here'. Abbott smiled sheep-
ishly befor-e turning to walk away. He only got two 
steps before he tur-ned around, possibly to check out 
Mar-k Latham's arse, only to fall over a pot plant. If it 
wasn't so sad on Tony's behalf I would have laughed 
myself silly." 
Rumours of a Cheryl Kernot/Gareth Evans type 
tr-ansfer of loyalty, with Abbott defecting to be by 
Latham's side, are now rife throughout the Canberra 
political grapevine. 
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You shrug off the trouble and set back to working, 
years pass and you have a new lite. 
One night in the fields a saucer comes hcv'ring, 
you rise in a beam, of mauve light.: 
''Deemed wortlvy vou are to -join us in building 
rhf-a planet in peace, wiiere everything's right. 
You live among Martians and briefly you're cheery 
...yet the public aren't merry, and something smells 
yummy fishy. ) 
^hv (m.m,n. 
SEE VSEVOLOD'S (Choose-Your-Own-Ottava-Rima^) ADVENTURE ft3 
Brave New Foundation And Empire At Fahrenheit 198^1. 
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Australia is the only Western country that detains 
asylum-seekers until they are either accepted or 
deported. 
Children have already been held for up to 5 years, in 
a system with a 90% acceptance rate. 
UGs Amnesty International chapter hosted a silent 
protest on Wednesday 16th of June, as part of a string 
of nationwide events leading up to World Refugee Day. 
Participants sat behind a symbolic fence outside the 
main refec. most bringing books and laptops to "study in 
silence" on the second day of exams. Local musicians, 
religious leaders, and the President of the Student Union 
joined the protesters. A website, "www.uqunion.uq.edu. 
au/clubs/amnesty", has been set up to host photos and a 
professionally made film of the event. 
The following was transcribed from the dictaphone of 
student protest organizer Charles Hudson, not long 
afterwards. 
The Protest 
Buming undergamients jusl didn't seem to have the same 
widespread appeal it did once. While we wanted to let freedom 
ring" (thankyou Marty L. K., Jr), not one rendition of "We Shall 
Overcome" rang through the hallowed sand-stone foundations of 
UQ that day. Acoustic guitars, milk cartons, and lighters were all 
but banned, save for the spark needed to light the sole Amnesty 
International Candle flickering in silent protest at the mandatory 
detention of child asylum seekers in Australia. Because Amnesty 
lawyers had already stated that the Australian Government was 
contravening the UN Convention for the Rights of the Child, the 
UN Convention for Refugee Rights, and the UN Convention for 
Human Rights, we decided to let the legalities speak for them-
selves. Under certain conditions, not breaking the rules can stand 
out. We sat in protest, and stressed about exams, and waited. 
Six weeks before, I had sat and stressed and waited to escape a 
deadly Amnesty International meeting. "You'll run 
our asylum seeker protest. Won't you Charlie?" 
Tanya (our beloved leader) has a no-nonsense 
approach to words. "Yeah, sure, whatever, sure." 
I'd mumbled, rushing out to climb Mt Barney. 
Artistic Parallel Plot 
The highest mountain in South East Queensland rises up above you; 
the closer you get, the more mountain you can see. Up my mate Tom 
and 1 climbed. Mount Barney has about seven false peaks, but after 
seven disappointments we neared the top. Then the mists descended 
upon us, as we ascended into cloud. A lot of mountain climbing is about 
mental perspective. 
The going was wetter, and colder, and more dangerous the higher 
we climbed. Needing to check each foothold twice, our pace slowed, 
frustratingly. Depleted of energy and spirit, we thought we had lost. I 
realised that as we pushed ourselves up, what I had seen most of were 
my feet. Mists mocking my lack of direction, I understood the life of the 
trees I saw, stunted like bonsai, clinging to the nooks they could, *orced 
to grow sideways by the wind that whistled over the gaping cracks. They 
had learnt over time to flower in the bluster, and just avoid the cracks. 
For all of us up there, the hard rock looked insurmountable, disappear-
ing into whirling clouds. 
And then the clouds parted. A streak of royal blue and gold opened, and 
lit the last twenty-metre stretch that we hadn't seen before. All we had to 
do was crawl up, slipping and grasping, into the light. My old mate Tom 
and I eat our lunches up there on the top of the rock, Lord of the Rings 
style, breaking bread. We were going to cast lots tor the remainder, but 
Tom contributed his excess for the return trip. His donation was unex-
pected, at the last minute, and in the silence at the top was shown with 
clarity lo be both vital and natural - in the order of things. 
There's danger in sitting on your laurels. We lost our way on the de-
scent, so I brought out my compass. My triangulations clearly predicted 
our path would be to the West. I barked at Tom to heel and concur. He 
nodded slowly at my good reasoning, and then gazed sardonically over 
to where I directed. "We should go East mate. Dunno why, but I've got 
a better feeling bout it." As he was the one who had remembered we 
would need bread along the way, I decided to humour him. But he found 
the track, crashing through the brush and boulders, "If you don't get lost 
it's not wilderness." Rain that had threatened to fall all day finally was 
released, splashing down in relaxation, beating as we tramped into the 
car park. 
When the stakes are high the game of meeting a challenge ceases to 
be about fighting your fears or listening harder to your subconscious, 
and becomes a comparison of instincts. The life experience required for 
that task is the sum of one's painful victories, those hard won and not 
necessarily enjoyed, true to life. That's one reason why free range ex-
perience of life, freedom, is a foundation of human existence - a human 
right. When we misunderstand this right to be a privilege, crushing it for 
our own ends, fencing it in, we do so at our own peril, and we expose 
our youth. 
Result Oriented Workplace ~ Back to 
Organising the Protest 
Ignorance was bliss; until I was asked why I hadn't emailed Sting 
yet. "As if he wouldn't come! He was a legal ai.en in New York, 
poor old boy." Quite. So I hatched a crazy hair-brained scheme. 
First on the list of high-jackees was the energetic Wil Anderson. 
Indeed, when I approached him he v^ /as surrounded by a bevy 
of four blonde beauties. "Hi, can 1 speak with you for a sec?" 
Incredulous look. I'm from Amnesty International." 
"Ladies, please; excuse me for a few minutes. Please! Sit down, 
mate!" We talked but Wil didn't end up making it. 
Similarly, the agent of Merlin from Big Brother v^ /as most accom-
modating, even offering brunch with walnut tea in exchange 
for us jetting "the national personality being represented by the 
corporation" up from Sydney. But in the end Merlin didn't make it 
either. 
Eventually a month of creative focus making possibilities jump out 
and click came together for one photo - click - and then, it was 
gone. But residue was left - I learnt that in face of an eleventh 
hour call politely notifying us that insurance was shutting the op-
eration down, a cage can become an "open fence" fast, and that 
even the bloke who owned the fence factory would voluntarily 
order his employees around until he was satisfied the concrete 
blocks at the foundation of a good cause made the artistic impact 
required by "the job". 
Subsi{jiary Lessons Learnt 
* Driving and negotiating on a mobile plione at the saine time leads 
to numerous bothersome and expensive traffic fines. 
• The receipt must include a well-designed logo of the company 
involved for the UQ Union to ever, think abo.it subsidising it. 
' Social ecology must bo referred back to at all limes. Half of the 
publicity that was sent out was not pick(5d up simply because at that 
time all the people in the receiving offico were too busy doing the 
same thing - sending off advertising to people who were in tho same 
boat again. 
* Never, ever, al ow fax nurribers for niajoi TV networks be read out 
to you over a mobile connection tha: prociai ns its "limi'od network 
recoolion." 
Epilogue 
Following a report by the Human Rights and Equal 
Opportunities Commission that found gross violations 
of the international Convention on the Rights of the 
Child, all but one child were released from Australian 
mainland detention centres. However, as of the 7th 
July 2004, 95 children remained in detention on Nauru, 
Christmas Island, and in community detention on the 
mainland of Australia. 
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I Vr l}con loiily busy oat ho;re. ci!iny busy hei-c at lho 
/Ms;)•//;/ or i?usy not boing i:>usy. I quite Uke it here ond 
•nnuld bo totailvsatiohcd if Ihod done junt a Uitic more 
ntudy I get to do al! y> ts of stuff out here. Stitnh up coal 
nunors, resuscitate baiyjes. yatch Ix^by die... Yeah, so 
:<0!uo no! so n:n. flock, I'm basicallyrunninq the furn-
lip practice. Mv jv ocopior is fantastic in tliat he lots me 
miormow every p.it!ci]t, lyj ito up aU their scripts and 
path inquests, impart my macLV v/ords of wisdom and 
oticp nondlcs m. their ai my. lie just c/jec^s with me at the 
cad to make .si;;.;- km not about to bring him before tfie 
r'O);; IS. 
Hang on... ! liavc 'o qo. A patient has just Jniycd at tlw 
tnnn doon I'Uhavo to qn see v.'hat it's about. 
Hoy's tho stoi •'. 
Here I am for six weeks in Blackwater, an inauspi-
ciously named coal town, as a medical student on rural 
clerkship to a small hospital and a doctor operating at 
the coalface of medical practice. I am housed, mostly 
alone, in the rather rudimentary and impersonal 
nurses' quarters adjacent the hospital. While this town 
would be true anathema to many of my classmates, 
my placement here was in fact voluntary and the brief 
isolation from the so-called civilised world and those 
people 1 call my friends is generally well tolerated, if 
not reUshed. 
But ringing in my ears always is the self-deprecating 
cynicism of the patients in the hospital who, after de-
termining that I'm not of local blood, tell me as I assess 
them, "I bet you can't wait to get out of here." 
This lack of empathy the townsfolk have to their home 
surprised me at first. It was not that I had not noticed 
how flat and unchanging is the land - an utterly fea-
tureless wilderness when looking along three of the 
four points of the compass, awarded only a low table-
land to attract the eye to the south, itself unimpressive 
at distance, and the terrain made even more desolate 
by a very thorough effort in the early sixties to clear 
every tree within two hundred miles. It was not that I 
had neglected the drab domiciliary architecture of the 
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town, which parades everywhere the victory of expe-
diency over sentiment, of work and lucre over art and 
soul. It was not that I had not observed that people, 
when they dare venture forth from their new-model 
4WD, big-tyred, roo-barred vehicles, did so perfunc-
torily to enter a shop, or a house, or a pub, or an office 
or an underground mine, and only very rarely to stroll 
or laze about with a whimsical purpose. It was not that 
I was ignorant to the strange quiet that pervades the 
air, where the noises of children and the lamenting 
howls of tied-up dogs escape without echo or affection 
into the vast and inscrutable firmament above. I had 
noticed all this and it was OK. In fact, I was really quite 
enjoying the subtleties of life in this ostensibly lifeless 
town. 
Lovely and unassuming were these eleven grey-pii 
fowl, and only once did two of them contend for a seed, 
puffing their chests out like a gym junkie confronting 
his reflection in a mirror, only to just as soon concede 
the morsel to each other and continue in their compan-
ioned luncheon. They were surpassed for grace only 
by two top-notched native doves which fell elegantly 
from the slcy to join in the mid-afternoon feast. And 
then three other species arrived. Cockatoos did so 
noisily and with much yellow-crested remonstration at 
having to share the ground with the galahs. A chatter-
ing family of happy jacks made the overland journey 
from the freshly watered grass closer to the hospital. 
And finally a solitary magpie approached slowly, as if 
he wasn't sure that he would be well received. 
It was that I had noticed other things too. 
True, my first impressions of the town were none too 
generous, but if ever I have any grace it is in my abil-
ity to amuse myself in any setting. As a two and three 
year old I played for hours and hours, day after day, in 
the springtime clover patches in the backyard, catch-
ing the bees and releasing them, watching them buzz 
from flower to flower. Even the histamine itch of the 
bees' many stings, to which I eventually became mildly 
allergic, was a fascination and even a delight, and 
certainly no detraction from my great passion. With 
time this fascination passed, but my liabihty to fall into 
unproductive reveries persists to this day and I often 
find myself, especially when I should be studying or 
sitting exams, beset with thoughts that though prob-
ably rather futile, I find quite heartening. 
But upon arriving in Blackwater, it was difficult not to 
make the easy observations. Where are the trees? 
Where is that much acclaimed country spirit? Where 
are the children grazing their knees and stubbing their 
toes in the street? However, to my greatest of fortunes, 
this train of thought was at that moment derailed by a 
flock of galahs which landed just a little way off and 
began serenely feeding on the various seeds in the 
very dry and very sparse grass. It occurred to me that 
to be called a 'galah' should not at all be an insult, for 
these are clearly the most peaceable, unpretentious 
animals ever to spread prickles and burr seeds all 
over a backyard. 
As the birds squawked and chirped through their ca-
sual meal, I could feel my gaze slowly transform from 
the bitter prejudice of socialisation to the supple con-
tentedness I had once known as a child, mesmerised 
by a universe of clover and bees. I felt all self-pity 
evaporate like a dew and reflected that in the pres-
ence of such easy and natural bliss, such negativity 
as I had just indulged was as amongst the worse kind 
of arrogances. At that moment I believed that all that 
was ever required to nourish the soul could be found 
always about us, no matter our circumstance, no matter 
how barren and bereft seems the world. It occurred to 
me that these pretty birds before me never contended 
the misery of industry as we might and never pitied 
themselves their ugly habitat. A seed is a seed, a life 
is a life. To a galah there is no difference. 
The beauty of nature is that it is inescapable. It is as 
much present in a drop of water as it is in an ocean, 
in a baclcyard clover patch as in a pristine rainforest. 
It is not a quantity to be measured, not even a qual-
ity. It simply is and is simply. From dinosaur to virus, 
from molecule to electron, from here to there, from 
now to then, from me to you, from us to them, from in 
to out and everywhere in between, a beautiful infinity 
abounds. How can I be unhappy? 
Luckily, there is enough merriment and humour in the 
locals to locate them well on the lighter side of austere. 
The people here may not love their town, but they live 
in it freely and even cheerfully. These coal mining folk 
are the grass growing through cracked cement. They 
are those contented galahs. And, thanks to the galahs 
and their many friends, I have been reminded once 
more, that even if the skies were all blackened or if the 
crushing will of an angry world came down all about 
me, I might still manage to drift into one of those trans-
forming childhood reveries where a clover patch is my 
universe and where a bee sting is a thing of significant 
profit. 
JoAnn the hen 
wanted to sing like 
Madonna. 
But then she 
took heroin 
and now she's 
a goner. 
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As soon as the ship anchors down in Virginia, 
spies slinking away in the night, 
you whisper "now go go my feline propellers", 
inland to Kentucky take flight. 
Your plan: to head south once you get a bit further, 
on Nashville this country cat has set its sights. 
You now pass a lonely old KFC house 
Perhaps, you think, they'll serve a fried mouse. 
...to pop in for a bite at KFC: GO I'O PAQti 46 
...to press on, and remain a ravenous kitty: GO I'O PAGt 47 
penelope swales and the alpha male" 
Singer Penelope Swales has been using her position as a performer to fur-
ther a theory of society including stuff she's had published in the street 
press. Rightfully so. Penelope thus becomes a: participant in dialectic in 
the widest sense. However Penelop^ relies on her position to avoid fur-
ther engagement, so I here write in the interests of balance. As charitably 
as possible I will give a rendition of her theory then critique it hampered 
by both the brevity integral to Penelope's forum knd her lack of discur-
sive interaction. That's showbiz:- .. ' . 
In upper primates sodety there are :S0me individuals who seek to domi-
nate the priinate group- alpha males. Fighg^cur when there are 'ttipre 
alpha males than the number capable of l ^ ^ d n g domination. Human i 
society has the same'structure as 5i^t of theTugher primates. We can then 
explain the recent Irai^  War. Alpba males such" assGeorge Poubleya and . 
, Cheney get on the wrong side of other jdpha males such as Saddain and 
his sons; Bring out the stealth bombers. , \ ' -. . " 
The theory is appeaUng as basei in science, but for the same reason it is 
vulneralple. It can be falsified empirically. Observing the last Iraq war we 
'find the theory falsified. As never before women participated in thenar 
. directly, not jiist as soldiers in ,the fie^d but also a? shareMf^ in arma-
ments and oil firms, politicians etc' The alpha male t h e o ^ ^ deal with 
this by finding these women to be dupes for alpha's ends, mitWQuld have 
difficulty with the fact some women are in the same-social positions as 
the alphas (eg Chao, Veneman and Norton). The theory could hai^jhe 
war as a two horse race betweeir/gr^ top alphas (namely G« 
Saddam) but only by leaving out^fiijompetition for power under these 
two individuals and even for their positions, and again this competition 
in some cases involves powerful women. The two horse version would 
also fail to explain the influence on the alphas of other^iational leaders', 
oil lobbyists' etc. The competition for profit, witii oimltfcd as crucial 
commodity, can more plausibly explain the not just th^fmicipation of 
women, but the workings of the whole system. I suggest therefore that 
Penelope should embrace dialectic not only in the wider sense, but in the 
sense promoting such an analysis. 
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crocodiles to finish the ex-premier off. The delegation would then retire 
to the snake enclosure for an hour of quiet contemplation before sitting 
down to enjoy the now flambeed crocodile and ex-premier with a side 
dish of vegetables served in a pickled dill sauce. 
The afore-mentioned expert and originator of the plan, Dr. YoYo Craze, 
had won prior fame with another proposed celebrity euthanasia. His plan 
to set Don Bradman ablaze and fire him from a giant cannon across Syd-
ney Harbour as a spectacular ending to the Sydney Olympic games was 
rejected only after the Don refused on the grounds that he thought it was 
a stupid idea. 
d IH:-
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Hollywood Follows Gibson's Lead - Will Crucify More 
Celebrities in Search of Box Office Salvation 
Major Hollywood studios have reacted to the box-office success of Mel 
Gibson's film 'The Passion of the Christ' by announcing the start of pre-
production for a string of copycat films which will also feature well known 
celebrities being crucified. First cab off the the rank is tipped to be Jennifer! 
Lopez. Said one insider, ''If people will pay money to see a lesser known 
celebrity like Jesus being crucified think of the box-office we'll do with 
someone sexy and really famous." 
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way across the country to the Neverland Salad Dressing tfxpo held in 
Omaha Nebraska. 
While none of the actors were available for comment a stage hand 
did offer this insight into what was rumoured to be a long and trying 
shoot: "You can imagine the tension on the set, what with the possible 
jail sentence hanging over Michael and with Martha about to be put 
away for five months. It was like working with Keith Richards after he 
was busted in 1978. Martha was the worst, she channelled her nervous 
energy into her character but it was not enough, half way through the 
shoot she just started making table centrepieces. Now, while Martha is 
an artist and everybody appreciated what she was doing, soon the situ-
ation got out of hand. One week she churned out 2,500 of the things; 
you couldn't take two steps without falling over a tastefully arranged 
macrame and flower piece. It all came to a head one day when Michael 
tripped over one and fell flat on his face, breaking his nose. With this 
white sllicony shit streaming down his face he charged at Martha, she 
put down the napkin ring and daffodil centrepiece she was working on 
and dropped him with a right cross. This really infuriated Michael and 
if Johnny Depp hadn't stepped in and offered everyone a joint I hate to 
ithink what might have happened." 
The film is being tipped as an early Oscar favourite. 
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ABOUT THE ANNUAL ELECTIONS 
By: Bill Daniells - Returning Officer 
Either just before or shortly after the mid-second semester break, all UQ Union members (that is YOU as a UQ student) 
will have the opportunity to vote at the Annual General Elections to elect office bearers, councillors, and some committee 
members for 2005. 
You don't have to enrol to vote. The University supplies us with an elections roll (no addresses or phone numbers) which 
our student poli clerks use to determine which ballot papers you receive when you vote. 
There are 27 elected officer positions in the Union. The student(s) elected to 24 of these positions each carry responsibil-
ity for a segment of the Union's operations, while the other three (President, Union Secretary and Treasurer) comprise the 
Executive. This means that if all positions were contested (that is, two or more candidates for each), then there would 
need to be 27 separate ballot papers - a very daunting prospect when it comes to voting. 
However, you will never receive all ballot papers. While all voters do receive 10 ballot papers, the issue of the others de-
pends on your status as shown on the elections roll. For example, a female college student undertaking a program admin-
istered by the Arts Faculty would also receive ballot papers for Women's Rights, Colleges and Arts Faculty Officers. 
In addition to voting for some of the elected officers, you will receive ballot papers to elect three multi member bodies. 
These are the Union Council, Administrative Committee, and Union delegates to the annual National Union of Students 
(NUS) conference. 
Union Council comprises 25 elected members of whom at least 12 must be women. It is the peak decision making body 
for the Union. Its structure and operation is something similar to that of the Australian Senate. The elected officers and 
some others are also Council members, but only the elected members can vote at the monthly meetings of Council. 
The Administrative Committee comprises six elected student members of whom at least three must be women. It man-
ages the internal affairs of the Union including staffing, financial monitoring and facilitates management. The Union Execu-
tive and a number of senior and other staff are also members. All members can vote on most matters. 
The number of NUS delegates is governed by the enrolment of each Australian university. As the enrolment at UQ is 
around 31,000, the UQ Union is entitled to send the maximum number of seven delegates to the annual conference held 
towards the end of each year. 
If you are noted on the election roll as a postgraduate student, you will also receive a ballot paper to elect nine students to 
the Postgraduate Students Committee. 
The election process occurs over a period of around three months. For example, if you voted in the early part of October, 
then candidates would be nominating in August and counting would not conclude until at least the end of October. 
Most candidates are members of various electoral groups many of which have certain opinions and philosophies on how 
the Union can best provide its services and representation. While many electoral groups are politically aligned, any five 
students who nominate as candidates can register the name of their electoral groups during the week that nominations are 
open. 
As a UQ Union member, you can nominate to be an elected officer. Union Councillor, Administrative Committee member or 
NUS delegate, subject to the conditions laid down in the UQ Union Constitution. For example, any member can nominate 
as a candidate for President, or a Union Councillor, but only college residents can nominate for the Colleges Officer posi-
tion. 
The Notice of Election will be placed on UQ Union noticeboards and in all refectories at least a week before nominations 
open. 
Nominations will be called for the following positions: 
Turbot street Officer; 
Ipswich Campus Officer; 
Hospitals Officer; 
Queer Sexuality Officer; 
International Students Officer; 
Goorie Berrimpa Officer; 
Disab lities Officer; 
Colleges Officer; 
Sorry to in t rude Bil l bu t the £ol-
lovi^ing is an editor ial message 
f rom the Semper team. 
President; 
Union Secretary; 
Treasurer; 
Education Rights Officer; 
Welfare Rights Officer; 
Student Representation Officer; 
Activities Officer; 
Clubs and Societies Officer; 
Environment Officer; 
Union Newspaper Editor. 
Women's Rights Officer; 
Postgraduate Officer 
Arts Faculty Officer; 
Biological and Chemical Sciences Faculty Officer; 
Business, Economics and Law Faculty Officer; 
Engineering, Physical Sciences and Architecture Faculty Officer 
Health Sciences Faculty Officer; 
Natural Resources, Agriculture and Veterinary Sciences Faculty Officer; 
Social and Behavioural Sciences Faculty Officer 
Union Councillors (25) 
Administrative Committee (6) 
Postgraduate Committee (9) 
NUS Delegates (7) 
All Union elections are conducted using the optional preferential voting method. This means that regardless of the 
number of candidates listed on any ballot paper, you only need to print the number " 1 " against the name of the can-
didate of your first choice. However, you have the OPTION to print "2", "3" (and so on) for your second choice, third 
choice (and so on) candidates, up to the total number of candidates on the ballot paper. In other words you have ex-
pressed your PREFERENCE for one or more of the candidates. 
Further information on how your votes are counted will be included in the front of the candidates' policy statements 
booklets published just before voting week. It will also tell you when and where you can vote on all UQ campuses and 
list all the elected officer positions that are contested, The bulk of the booklet contains the policy statements that most 
candidates submit around the time they nominate for election. 
The entire election process is governed by the UQ Union Constitution which provides for a set of 50 regulations that set 
out chapter and verse how the annual elections are to occur. These are set out in Part Five of the UQ Union Regulations 
which are on the UQ Union website or available from ail UQ Union offices. 
The elections are controlled by an annually appointed Returning Officer who administers the process and ensures com-
pliance with the election regulations. The current Returning Officer was for many years a professional employee of the 
Australian Electoral Commission who this year wiil conduct his fifth annual student election. 
Whilst many private and public organizations conduct ballots to elect officers, board members and the like, your right 
and opportunity to take part in the UQ Union elections makes you one of the students who ensures the democratic 
choice of UQ Union members to administer UQ Union affairs. 
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the spirit of John Laws - see www.johnlaws. 
niTi.au for a truly frightening experience [Law-
|wssiieee] - here's some beat poetry for y'all... 
Changing shores and bsicward IBMS, 
children stare out firough fie "ivire. 
Their sold out lives,Ite politicians' bibe 
voters and l&cific Neighbours. 
A £ree tnde deal, as a country ^^kneel, 
to the U.S. Me are net equals. 
Australia tie brave, a Coalition of kmies, 
invades, not making upcfir past iiilures. 
Education sold for ideals old, 
school mon^ spent on tinks and guns. 
Militaiy dri\es industry, industiy dri\es militaiy, 
-we drive to a second class uniars§ty. 
We can watdi Xy £or a nov reality 
the matetialism o£ the sel£-sateSied. 
I need a nav suit and a backyrd to boot, 
maybe fien V\\ kick a £otball to my son. 
This country ve live, tie lives fiat ive giie, 
I see the bet and fie brightest depiessed. 
Camelot is not sandtone, nor does it lie in a homej 
But it can be £ound net to the almighf^ dollar. 
Our golden sands and our alsoEins, 
our youfiful souls in their hipber jeans. 
Their st^e not lest, yet they p3^ the coA; 
£ashion, pride and ase-crack. 
Andrew Sway 
><^<;':^^^:>'.>oc<>o<><><>0'00oo<><>o<x><>o<:> 
Youn ship changes course on the Indian Ocean 
and I;oads for the Middle East. 
Non-humans onboard are caged in commotion: 
some die from stress, hunger or heat. 
On your aerial-tail you try with emotion 
to find a ricv: home where they will not be eat. 
From possible saviours you hear not a bleep 
(tliey were figuring out h.ow to save some lost sheep) 
YOU HAVli umu. 
I ArrER.Nj FKLVC RAw^e* 
13 Xu^ Zoo^ 
— i 
cause Lhev'z-e 
Vou a;^d \-'OLM" ca/iiel scaliv sneai'^R/ through cages 
(as stealthy as camels can manai^e) , 
then wander from town unto town for ages 
get a job shoot in' roos/'mdnding silage. 
Farmer says: "roo meat the public dispariiges, 
but they're econorrdc & environmentally sustainable ' 
from Ozzie lineage." 
Lobbyists one day appear on-farm cryin' 
"You shouldn't farm roos, they're our national icon! 
...to pit yourself against the lobbyists: GO 1 0 P A G I J 4 2 
...to shy from imminent vilification and put vour concerns on standbv: 
GO 1 0 PAGt 29 
**.; .s.•; -.^-^^^^iisimA^M^oP^ 
A LOST GEKRE-FQRGERERER 
Wyatt Moss-Wellington finally gets it 
off his chest... 
ROBERT WYAirs ROCK BOTTOM A1974A 
On June 1st, 1973, at a celebratory party the night before his new outfit 
began rehearsals, Robert Wyatt fell four stories out of a building and 
broke his spine. Luckily he was too drunk and relaxed to completely 
expire. He spent the next eight months in Stoke Mandeville Hospital 
learning how to live in a wheelchair, then reworking and composing the 
rest of what would become Rock Bottom. (Later on he was invited onto 
Top of the Pops, following the unlikely success of his recording of the 
old Monkey's song "I'm A Believer"; but some detestable milksop decid-
ed it would be too distressing for viewers to see a man in a wheelchair, 
so at the last moment he was given the boot and was pretty much never 
heard of in the UK pop circuit again.) 
When Wyatt came out of hospital he didn't have any money to 
record his material. Thankfully Pink Floyd, old friends of Wyatt's from 
his Soft Machine days, had made it big by then and organised a benefit 
gig for Wyatt which raised ten thousand pounds. Floyd drummer Nick 
Mason also produced the album. 
Other musicians on Rock Bottom were in similarly haggard 
states. Sax giant Gary Windo had lost his wife to a backstreet abor-
tion. Trumpeter Mongezi Feza was one of those truly exceptional South 
African jazz musicians who fled apartheid and burst onto the London 
jazz scene. They all got extremely homesick and depressed, many of 
them in and out of institutions. Not long after Mongezi recorded 
his incredibly moving layers of trumpet for Rock Bottom, he 
died of double pneumonia in a British asylum. He wasn't given 
enough blankets. 
So you can see how a scene of melancholy was gener-
ated for this album. It almost can't be beat for originality. 
The poetry, which is aching, haunting and blithely but deli-
cately absurd, sits atop such a scope of hitherto undiscov-
ered musical atmospheres, inspired chord progressions, 
and sounds never before put together in the same space. 
He delights in layering ethereal melodies, until you get a 
complex harmonic undercurrent suggestive of water slip-
ping away (a theme Wyatt came up with when he began 
composing in Venice before the accident); from Wyatt's 
unorthodox percussive and keyboard innovations to 
Mike Oldfield's simultaneous guitar solos towards the 
end-and, ofcourse, Wyatt's ultra-distinctive brittle 
British falsetto, pushing your heart further into your 
throat until Ivor Cutler's closing monologue with 
viola and baritone concertina accompaniment. 
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The lobbyists are already convinced thar. you stink. 
they crucify you on the spot -
government bureaus just stand back and blink, 
while the RSPC.^ just rots. 
Son}ei:ow in our dealings with fauna we think 
it's ok to leave reason an.a go with \-our gut. 
The problem with all attitudes to nature: 
emotions camiot be kept out of the picture. 
YOU HKVh umu. 
43 
to catch 
Now you can usa the same ticket 
on buses, ferries and trains. 
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(Q TRANSLink 
anphrfiivrnnrnt 
;><>oooo<'>::>oooooooc c-oooooo<: 
All seems to be well, you do a few shows: 
your 'utility act' sure does dazzle! 
But then when the time comes to pack up and go 
you are swiftly chained up and then muzzled. 
Caged for the rest of your life, you know 
no relent, no way out of this puzzle. 
It's boring, shit-boring, it's real real real boring, 
think of this next time you're circus-supporting. 
YOUR AuVlirauiUB ENbS MtWi. 
n I i n L 
' • ( • 
()iie of the perks of this job as Semper editor (nml there are many) is beinii; sent free 
stuff in ihe mail, livery week we get all varietv ot' useful and useless things; other student 
mags from around the counirv, B-grade (AIS even hooks occasionally. 
In m\ eves, undoubiedlv the best free thing we get sent is \'oice\vorks magazine - a liter-
arv adventure of a publication that gets publishetl quarterlv by some creative tvpes down 
.Melbourne wa\' who cal! themselves I'.xpress .Media. 
'This Year we've received antI devoured their first three editions - Dh', SOS and now 
Animal Instinct, all the time wondering how Sempers own themes ot' Renovate, Clet Lost 
and now I'fee Range are in curious conjunction. Spookv. 
N'oiceworks is a tastv read, written and compiled bv people under 25 vears old, 
with wicked lavout and good itleas. The best pieces of die Animal Instinct edition are 
the interview with Kalle Lasn, the long-time editor of Adbustersmagaxine about his 
ilackSpot sneaker venture, the short story bv Gold (^oasi 16 year old (^hris Somerville 
about sharks and heroin and the kooky Delicious Parker drawings. 
This magazine is a one of a kind. I3uv it and get inspired to get cosv with a 
)otile of red and vour keyboard. Their next theme is Sold so get lapping (but onlv after 
\nu write for Semper first). 
X'oiceworks costs S7 and is available from Qld Art Cjallerv Bookshop, Rocking Morse 
Records, Bent Books and Avid Reader. 
- bv Merali 
•..•;'):3.Tacr,iat7'2irzr:'r/jis: 
()nce again Rotorik brings us the muthafuckin jams. The cra/y German madcap has been 
;aining (.|uite a reputation for himselt through his previous releases on Feis, .Automatic 
and Mosquito and via his live shows at the Berlin Love Parade. 1 lis latest offerings 
revolve around his own take on some ot his favourite 80 s American cop show theme 
songs, 'I'he result is pure genius. 'I'he two tracks, Streethawk and The I larder Drive arc 
oaded with massive kicks, dinkv sountls and samples topped off with that unique Rotorik 
monster funk. My personal favourite. The I larder Drive, is an absolute ripper with slight 
psy trance edge similar to some of The Texas Faggot's more polished work, it's even 
attracted attention trom Si Begg in the torm of an incrediblv bass heavv remix, which 
would rock any tiance lloor no matter how t'ussy the punters. C r^ime label chief also chips 
in with a tith' remix of Streethawk Rotorik's wobbly, spangled groove. It is so irresist-
ibly moorish it's hard to understand why he has been contined to releases on such cult 
underground labels that are fricken impossible to track down. This is stvie of music that 
Australian shores delinitelv need to see more of. 
-by T om 
(MVi; TBIiATttK) 
THIMtElURN 
UNMlUiUOVNU PttO»UCTn»r$ 
FIRST 2 WEEKS BACK AT tNl 
A carriage of contrasting personalities oir.^ 
the last train to Fremantle; the atiriospheire 
among the passengers becomes edgy as the,' . 
trip draws on; the guards ar^ oh strik^; no// ^ 
one feels comfortable as the darkness of the •: 
late night journey deepens. 
1 his is .1 serious drink for people who like to gel mess\ in ^;\';e. I .a I ee absinibie-iias a / 
nttiorious t'eputaiion among oihe:' lellow iiooounds. I fs ,i!Vi-ciiiinatel\- ret'erred to as "T'he 
dreen fa i ry " lor i iumemiis reasons, moM of which vsili be d:s(-(i\c:vd .il'ier a Wii[ session 
with dic- fa:r\. \s if ihe grapliies on \\w lalu-! aivn"; wai'iiiiu', einau^ii. 
La I w is widi'iv ref'arded as one o! ilie u<p f -i conuiHTcialK available absinthes 
ini.]:n. I';yidi.'cvd in jr.tnce hy (ireen Holieniia {mm ilu- I k and ioea! liuuor house Marie 
DelaliiiM'. I !u- 1VM..1; of die eoiiaboraiion is a jxa-fecih/ bal,uu\xi absinihe. Main- oiiua-
n^nk-r;i af-smilK's .w cither too svs'eei or Iv.iw much .misc prrHCii resuluM'; in an unpleas-
ani :i:!ua:K--s, Tins one liiis liie mark. The bouqur; v- quiu- hevhuj \ \ i :h a!i ever so sliuht 
dominanct o! :n:n(. I niori i inaieh ihc c:; i / \ emerald colour is due lo -nit leial atKliiivcs. 
I f »\\e\ Cl- 1:;:^ iii ^'s :\-Hi!! Ml ail amayiiui !';\'cii iinicd !< nieiK ii::ik\ ^-c.ieiion when mixed 
Willi waicv . 
in du L;jass i; MiiciU and ;.is;cs si.::-:ii':s!n;;!\ low m a:eo:;o| cfinsideriiu: :: siis ai 
a nuKieNi fiS':,. i)i--;nk nc.::. i; ^i^ows ,i linc ii;ila:u-c and s: ib::c;\D: ' ilii\()n:-s, wii i i jusi 
.•i:oU'-:: iv:;c!-ness :o oiisci :::c moi::i> ;ec;. I f il:-i,nk aecin-ding lo i:;e iradiiKnial mciluHl 
dce.inici! o\ci- .; s;-.:r <::l)c . :.ic i;c:-:);;l :!a\o;!rs o f n -n ; .nul \vo:i:n\,,od :v;i!lv conic ;o 
liic lore. 
'•' '^''''•" ' ' ' e:'..i ' i, :.iciL h , : i ( ! : o i ::i:sroneepi:<ii. a:i!iui ;ioNJii:ii(,-. Man\ hciicxc 
'•' :<' !>^ - a -Alio ;:;ilfiC!no-c:! dcv lo die mvih^ --:nToi::;d;nL: :i n\-:\y i f c I'^iii ceniiirw which 
^'"''''^•'•••••*-''-'- i^*' :o :-s !), : : : : : : ni.i:n co;;:iir;cs. 'I f i •ia'lia':;io,.'cn :::\:hs ,irc noi :n;c. ( l oo i l 
•i'''-i;~i:ic Hionid rr^-.\\^- a el.!:-:i\ o: ;:v-i,| ;-,,; v:>;o:i. \y..\ ihi'~ :iorni;ilK o:d\ conies widi hiL:h 
ihiii'snc .1 enenik ii' .icrixcd Iron: wo;nn\i>,,d levels. W-A- ;Ha-cc:\ed c:";ec; c;ii^ il ieii i)c 
co;!nic;-ct: in i l - . inigc .;:cM;ioi CMnic:,! :o cicaic .\') nn:;snai liinii Inn drunk sens;i'ion. 1 ,.i 
fee ronni'x-. :io|!: ;n,s,- ^Mecis c \ .n i fongl i :! :i'.i::::,n!is a rc!;;:i\ei\- low ilniionc ie\el lo 
e;isn:-e ;;> !c.:.i'il\. 
i hi'- > a :ni >di :';i . i vcn i fe ,CK! d( nr-i) < iveicnd io ;>e ;in\ijinu'. else, ' f lu- einaliiv 
"• • ' f ' i ' : i ' •• :'• ii'>ih::K: iess iji.ni w h.n \o i ; \ : cxpec: cons'dcring :lic price. 'I'iiank goodiu'ss 
!"!' :iK leg;ii loojih, ,k^ :;•;,:; ;i..o\\ iins drink lo ;nai:e and imposed :o ii i: in\ counlries (\es. 
Ausn^ilia is (>nc (n f ien i . 
R;i;inn: The honii). 
Awiilarniiix: A tew ^|na;ii\ et.ii,;;'s .uiil so:nc iiars 
frice: ;iro:ir;d >j.^!l 
bv fhe B* >ooi i/eh( >oo!id 
Untlergrount! Produ'ctions preSciittr 
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For boo/c/ngs ^ f^se cali 3377 2240 
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Australia at the Crossroads 
A T I M E for CHANGE 
T H E WAR IN IRAQ — policies that follow ihc us into more non-lJN sanctioned 
w<ir.s or policies that help build positive relations with other nations'' 
MEDICARE- policies thai arc fair and equitable or policies for the rieh' 
EDUCATION - policies- ihal value a quality educalion for all or tliH.sc ihat 
tiivt-rl much needed public funds lo wealthy schools? 
REFUGEES - policies thai treat pcopic llecing persecution and war justly 
and luun-incly or policies of mandator)' delention? 
ENVIRONMENT- policies ihal balance environmental prelection with 
development or policies primarily in the interests of business? 
INDIGENOUS I S S U E S - policies that enhance self-determination or 
policies that put indigenous issues in ihc pasl? 
P U B L I C MEETING 
Citv Hall - Tuesday 3 Aucust, 7nin 
.VIC-Jim Scx)rlcy 
.luliaii Burnside QC; (iuiiis"s). .Michael Rapcr (ACOSS). Prof Ian Lowe 
(liiivirpiuucm), Julie Bignell (ASD. .\lar>' Graham (indncun.Ls). Ann .\Iatson 
(0.x!,!mrAA) 
initiated by .Inst t'cacc and sponsored by a coalition ot" equally eonccmed conii;nin;iv 
groups Contact .Annette 332384.'^ 9, Ross "SWt 57.\ 8 www juMpeaccqld o[.^ 
• •[.' ;:•• n\r-:\-. .• z / ' ; > . '•'. ,•':'•••. '^.^\^\ '••.:•• . - : : • • 
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You take a good look at the fine print inside... 
good golly: "Kentuccy Fride Citty"! (NOTE: they are bad at 
spelling) 
Colonel Sanders is there, locks you up with pride, 
shaves your mouth off while singing his ditty. 
Bones cracked and sick, unmoving - you've tried 
but you can't, you stand in your own shitty. 
You're slaughtered alive for some bits off your carcass. 
Prized citizens eat cat offal for breakfast. 
YOU ^A^rii umL^. 
SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN THE USAI 
We will be at UQ St Lucia Campus on 
Wednesday July 28th 
from 9am to Spm 
Come and discuss your options with us in the 
Student Support Services - Relaxation Block 
For more information phone (02) 8235 7051 or e: WATUSA@backpackersworld.corn 
Work & Travel USA 
26 fluiu$| 2004 
§ ^ l' where: 
^U^^k"^'''' 
^mi. Date: 
Time: 
Entry Cost: 
RSVP: 
Bookings £ Payment: 
UQ Centre (st LUCU ctmpiu) 
University of Queensland 
Thursday, 26th August 2004 
6pm - lopm 
$10 (children undrr 5 «rt f rn ) 
20th August 2004 
UQ Union Finance Department 
(oppotitt to STATravtl) 
Level It, Union Building 
University of Queensland 
Phone: (07) 3377 2200 
Pleate note: tickttt will not be avalltbtc at tht door 
Enquiries: Sachin Mathur 
intemational.uniona>uq.edu.au 
(Inttrnatlonal Studfnti Offlctr) 
• Tasty International Foo<i Buffet 
(includes dinner, dessert, tea and coffee) 
• Entertainment by International Student 
Croups a n d Aboriginal Dance Troupe 
• Australian Band a n d Music 
• Children Welcome 
Croups endorsing the event: 
• African Students Association 
•BSA 
• BTunti Studtnts Society 
•HKSA 
• Indian Stud^ts Association 
• fapanese Society 
• Malaysian Students Association 
' Muslim Students Association 
• PISO 
• Singapore students Society 
v'^ v-.: ;;A,. yy:pg^0^s.ypop(., 
THE UNIVERSITY „ « k i « I ^ B ^ B t e ^ ^ -«!'' M-U * ;,n.l\-:' 
OF QUEENSUNO^lSspPl l i iP^iM 
[Qj  UNIVERSITY ,, 
Moral compulsion has out-trump)ed your tummy, 
you Hy on do'wn Tennessee-way... 
But thouglits cf things yummy Keep tummy still numbly, 
you stare to feel woozy and sway. 
In due coanse you plum.met, exliausted and humgry 
and land in a field green and gay. 
You v:ake up and see a bright face beamin' dcnvn, 
in a yokelly voice: "it's a-comin' around, hey pal" 
GO 10 MGlt, 48 
« 
i-V 
.- - o 
;i ' :i '•; !; t| '• 1 ^ !l 
Tur;]s out that you found an organic beef farm, 
fall cushioned by cows in their prime. 
You take a job moving chem round in a barn: 
through their lives they do heifer good time. 
Soon comes a protest, a mob up in arms -
against any animals dyin'. 
You know, philosophically, a lot is at stake: 
you have a key moral decision to make. 
...if farming contented livestock for human consumption 
is ok by you: GO TO PAQL, 29 
...or you could talk to the lobbyists, maybe join their 
campaign: GO 10 PAGli 42 
COMING SaON: 
THE PnOPHGHNDH EDITION 
TELL OS YOOH LIES 
a EN a LINE: IO HOGOST 
semper.union@uq.edu.a 
i&^^m'mft.r^.. fe..i.ri^. i/smsw, tii^-ii Ga&a 
^m SBiP£Hi 
Mm Till; itiiAi. iinirr FOR 
iIIKi:iM)M! 
tnsiii>i>oini\<;TiiE 
PKIMUttXS «1' IA(T»KY 
i--AitJti.s& itA'mutilis, Yoi; 
SUI'IMHIT IIRUTAi. 
ClUIIXn' TO ANIMALS! 
THKITJTIJBI! IS FHEKDOM., 
Hl¥.ll llANGi;. 

